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About this Guide
As a support to your classroom work, we have created this guide to help introduce you to the program
and content of the performance. In it you will find:
 Program notes about the music you will hear at the concert;
 Biographical information about the NAC Orchestra and the performers
 Classroom activities for you to share with your students.
We hope this study guide is helpful in preparing you for your concert experience. The level of difficulty
for the activities is broad, so please assess them according to the grade level you teach.

See you at the performance!

Alain Trudel │ Principal Youth and Family Conductor, National Arts Centre Orchestra

Should you have any questions regarding
Music Education with Canada’s National Arts Centre, please contact us:
mused@nac-cna.ca

613 947-7000 x382 │ 1 866 850-ARTS (2787) x382

nac-cna.ca

@NACOrchCNA

613 992-5225

@NACOrchCNA

#NACeduCNA
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Curriculum Expectations
The Arts: Music
“The Arts” Ontario Curriculum outlines the overall and specific expectations for each grade. Opportunities to listen and
respond to recordings and live musical performances are also supported.
The music activities are suggestions that could be built into any existing grade 5-12 music program, as appropriate for the
particular grade and program.
The learning activities in this guide will develop students’ music knowledge of the Fundamental Concepts/Elements of
Music and their skills as described by the expectations for each grade, depending upon how these activities are used to
prepare for and to respond to the concert.

The suggested activities for the concert Let’s Dance! have been intended to particularly develop students’ competency in
applying The Critical Analysis Process in all grades:
The Ontario Curriculum:

The Arts, Grade 1-8 (2009) pages 23-28

The Arts, Grade 9-10 (2010) pages 16-20

The Arts, Grade 11-12 (2010) pages 17-22

Grades 5-12 OVERALL EXPECTATIONS
Creating and Performing: apply the creative process to create and perform music for a variety of purposes, using the
elements and techniques of music;
Reflecting, Responding, and Analysing: apply the critical analysis process to communicate their feelings, ideas, and
understandings in response to a variety of music and musical experiences;
Exploring Forms and Cultural Contexts: demonstrate an understanding of a variety of musical genres and styles from
the past and present, and their social and/or community contexts or their socio-cultural and historical contexts.

Teacher Study Guide
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Concert Program
(subject to change)

Let’s Dance!
NAC Orchestra
Jeff Tyzik Conductor
Manon St-Jules Host
Stephen Sayer and Chandrae Roettig Swing Dancers
Patricio Touceda and Eva Lucero Tango Dancers
Forrest Walsh and Melissa Shahin Ballroom Dancers

Concert dates:
Thursday, May 17, 2018
11 A.M. (Bilingual)
Friday, May 18, 2018
11 A.M. (Bilingual)
Concert location:
Southam Hall, National Arts Centre
Running time for all concerts:
Approximately 55 minutes
without intermission

Ted Louis Levy Tap Dancer / Vocalist
Michael Lynche Vocalist
Julie Jo Hughes Vocalist
Tobi Hunt McCoy Stage Manager

In this concert, students will hear excerpts from:
BERNSTEIN

"Mambo!" from West Side Story

MORES (arr. Tyzik)

Tanguera

Arr. TYZIK

Charleston / Shimmy

DEMETRIO / RUIZ (arr. Tyzik)

Sway (Cha-Cha)

OFFENBACH

Orpheus in the Underworld Overture (French Can-Can)

Swing Dance Medley (arr. Tyzik) from:
OLIVER
Opus One
GOODMAN
Let's Dance
BROWN
Leap Frog
MATOS RODRIGUEZ (arr. Tyzik)

La Cumparsita

COOLEY (arr. Tyzik)

Fever

HEFTI (arr. Tyzik)

Cute

PRIMA (arr. Tyzik)

Sing, Sing, Sing

DENICOLA (arr. Tyzik)

I've Had the Time of My Life

Teacher Study Guide
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Program Notes
Introduction: Music and Dance
Let’s Dance! is more than just a catchy title. It implies that there exists some compelling, powerful, inner urge to dance.
And indeed there is. Anthropologists believe that there is not a race or community anywhere on earth that lacks dance of some
kind. In the most abstract and clinical sense, dancing might be defined as the physical motion of living organisms (not only
humans but animals, birds and insects as well) making patterns in time and space in a rhythmic and deliberate manner for a
purpose other than purely functional. But a more useful interpretation might be to regard dancing as an instinct, as a
phenomenon that drives us to some kind of regulated, spontaneous physical activity. We dance for joy when good news arrives,
we get “hopping mad” when driven to fury, and we dance about in pain when we stub a toe or whack a finger with a hammer.
Music and dance communicate much about the cultures from which they emanate. In Let’s Dance!, we will discover a variety of
dance styles as they reveal themselves through music.

Mambo! from West Side Story

LEONARD BERNSTEIN (1918-1990)

Throughout his life, Leonard Bernstein was troubled, at times even angry, that the
world accorded higher praise to his “popular” works than to his “serious”
compositions. His Broadway musicals Candide and West Side Story, his film score
On the Waterfront, and his ballets Fancy Free and Facsimile have captured the
public fancy to a far greater degree than have his symphonies, chamber music and
liturgical works, stirring though some of these may be.

Leonard Bernstein, 1947
Photo: Victor Kraft.
Source: The Library of Congress

Right from its opening night on Broadway on September 26, 1957, West Side Story
became one of the biggest success stories in the history of American music.
The stunning fusion of Arthur Laurents’ book, Stephen Sondheim’s lyrics, Jerome
Robbins’ choreography and Bernstein’s music brought new meaning to the universal
Romeo and Juliet story, which was transported into a modern urban setting with
street gangs replacing ancient Veronese families.

At the heart of the work is ballet. West Side Story made headlines for its daringly advanced, sophisticated and pervasive
use of dance within a musical play, and much of Bernstein’s music accompanies a dance of some kind.
In the wildly energetic “Mambo,” rival gangs compete in violent dancing. Don’t forget that this music was composed at the
height of the mambo craze.

Listen to an audio recording of Bernstein’s “Mambo” from West Side Story:
http://y2u.be/zCXLi8pcIvg

Tanguera

MARIANO MORES (1918-2016)

Tanguera was written in 1995 by Argentine musician Mariano Mores. The piece is a symphonic version of the style called
tango. Tango is a dance and musical genre originating from Argentina and Uruguay.
Mores was born in Buenos Aires, Argentina in 1918. He was a composer, conductor, and pianist, and even acted in films
and produced magazines. A magazine in this case is actually a type of comedy performance that in this case is actually a
show that combines music, dance, and humour. It’s a combination of features found in burlesque, vaudeville,
extravaganza, and musical comedy.

Listen to an audio recording of Mores’s “Tanguera”:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y2OyQILLIAE
Teacher Study Guide
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Sway (Cha-Cha)

DEMETRIO (1931-2007) / RUIZ (1915-2008)
Swap, or "¿Quién será?" in Spanish, was written by Luis Demetrio who
then sold the rights to the song to Pablo Beltran Ruiz. Ruiz was a
composer and bandleader in Mexico and recorded the song with his
band for the first time in 1953. In 1954, the song was sung in English
by Dean Martin with lyrics by Norman Gimbel, which earned the song
major popularity in the US. Later in 1960, Sway was sung by
Bobby Rydell and soon the tune became internationally famous and
was common in both jazz and pop music.

Cha-cha dancers

DID YOU KNOW?
The cha-cha musical style that finds its roots in Cuba and is largely
credited to be created by violinist Enrique Jorrin. It is also a dance, and
the name cha-cha is actually derived from the sound of the dancers
feet when they shuffle across the floor!

Listen to an audio recording of Sway:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hti_DB9nyZM

Orpheus in the Underworld Overture

OFFENBACH (1819-1880)

(French Cancan)
Jacques Offenbach, though French in his heritage, but was born in Germany in
1819 during the Romantic Period (ca. 1780–1910). The Romantic Period was
based in Germany and it was about expressiveness and emotions. Orchestras
during this time became larger and a more diverse range of instruments and
dynamics began to emerge.
Music found links between sound and literature, visual art, and philosophical
ideas. Offenbach’s piece, Orpheus in the Underworld, is an operetta first
performed in 1858. Operetta’s are operas that are typically shorter in length and
the subject matter is light hearted. The overture is a cancan.
Jacques Offenbach

The cancan is a dance with French origins which features high kicks, splits,
and cartwheels. It demands a great amount of physical endurance!

DID YOU KNOW?
Orpheus in the Underworld takes on a comedic role for Greek mythological characters?
This was unique to Offenbach’s work.

Listen to an audio recording of Offenbach’s Orpheus in the Underworld Overture:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=okQRnHvw3is
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Opus One

OLIVER (1910-1988)
Sy Oliver was a trumpeter, jazz arranger, composer, singer, and bandleader. He was born
in Battle Creek, Michigan in 1910 and by the 1930-80s he was a prominent musical
arranger and composer working with famous musicians such as Ella Fitzgerald and
Frank Sinatra.
Oliver wrote the popular tune Opus One in 1943 with the lyrics written by Sid Garris.
Opus One became common in jazz, big band, and swing music. Opus one is a swing
tune. Swing music is a type of musical and dance style that has a characteristic ‘swing’
feeling, which basically means there is an emphasis on the offbeat or weaker beats in the
bar!

Sy Oliver

DID YOU KNOW?
‘Opus’ in Greek means ‘work’, or ‘creation’, so therefore Opus One means
‘first work’!

Ella Fitzgerald

Watch a video that demonstrates Opus One and swing dancing:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y-SpCljSi5s&pbjreload=10

Let’s Dance

GOODMAN (1909-1986)

Benny Goodman was popular in the United States, leading a famous
ensemble called The Benny Goodman Orchestra in the 1930s.
During the 1900s there was a lot of segregation between AfricanAmericans and White people, however, Goodman led one of the first
well-known ethnically integrated bands. In fact, Sy Oliver had
arranged music for Goodman’s band.
The Benny Goodman Orchestra became the main act on the weekly
3 hour NBC radio show, Let’s Dance, which is a show that featured
many different types of dances. Let’s Dance features swing dancing!

The Benny Goodman Orchestra

Listen to an audio recording of Goodman’s Let’s Dance:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yM6r8dQ_7cc
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Leap Frog

BROWN (1912-2001)

Lester Raymond "Les" Brown was an American jazz musician who led the big band Les
Brown and His Band of Renown for nearly seven decades from 1938 to 2000.
Les Brown and the Band of Renown performed on radio, stage and television for almost fifty
years. They did 18 USO Tours for American troops around the world, and entertained over
three million people.
The first film that Brown and the band appeared in was Seven Days' Leave (1942). In 1963
they appeared in Jerry Lewis' comedy The Nutty Professor playing their theme song
"Leapfrog".
Brown and the band performed with virtually every major performer of their time, including
Frank Sinatra, Ella Fitzgerald and Nat King Cole.
Lester Brown in 1947

Listen to a recording of Brown’s Leap Frog song:
https://wwhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NhnSFQVI_Oc

La Cumparsita

RODRIGUEZ (1897-1948)

"La cumparsita" (from "comparsa" carnival) is a tango written in 1916 by the Uruguayan musician
Gerardo Matos Rodríguez, with lyrics by Pascual Contursi and Enrique Pedro Maroni. It is among
the most famous and recognizable tangos of all time. La Cumparsita was first played in public in
the old Café La Giralda in Montevideo. The Tango Museum of Montevideo stands currently on
that historic spot.
The title translates as "the little parade", and the first version was a tune with no lyrics. Later,
Matos Rodríguez produced a version with lyrics that begin: "The parade of endless miseries
marches around that sick being who will soon die of grief."
However, the most popular version of the song is accompanied by lyrics by Pascual Contursi and
is also known as "Si Supieras".

Listen to a recording of La Cumparsita:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6yoLXINtBwE

Fever

COOLEY (1930)

Edward (Eddie) Cooley befriended singer and songwriter Otis Blackwell in New-York. Around 1955
he contacted Blackwell with an idea for a song he had written, "Fever".
According to Blackwell, Cooley said to him: "Man, I got an idea for a song called "Fever", but I can´t
finish it." Blackwell finished writing the song, and it was recorded by Little Willie John, becoming a
#1 hit in 1956, and later being recorded by Peggy Lee, Elvis Presley, Madonna, Beyoncé, and many
others.
This tune has been used in over 100 TV shows and movies, including The Muppet Show in 1976!

Listen to a recording of Fever sung by Elvis Presley:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OSeyfWTLnWg
Teacher Study Guide
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Cute

HEFTI (1922-2008)
Neal Hefti’s tune, Cute, is a song written for Count Basie. It is one of several which Hefti
wrote for Count Basie. Hefti also did a lot of arranging for Basie, notably for a recording
session with Frank Sinatra. He was most notable for swing music.
Hefti was an American jazz trumpeter, composer, and arranger. He wrote music for the
Batman TV series.
DID YOU KNOW?
Hefti was born into a poor family in Nebraska and by the time he was in high school he
played trumpet in the summer to help his family financially!

Neal Hefti

Listen to an audio recording of Hefti’s Cute:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y0JHLY5xqtU

Sing, Sing, Sing

PRIMA (1910–1978)

Singer, actor, songwriter, and trumpeter Louis Prima, also known as the
“King of the Swing,” was born to Italian immigrants in New Orleans. He
began his career in the late 1920s with a small jazz band, led a swing
combo in the 1930s, a big band in the ‘40s, a Las Vegas show in the ‘50s,
and a pop-rock band in the ‘60s.
Prima’s popularity jumped by leaps and bounds, particularly after
Eleanor Roosevelt happened to attend one of his performances and then
invited him to the White House for a formal dinner and photo ops with the
President.
By the 1940s Prima was rich. He enjoyed spending his money on expensive clothes, horses,
yachts, gambling (he claimed it relaxed him) and women he wasn’t married to (he married and
divorced four times). In 1962 Prima was invited to perform at the Inaugural Gala for President John F. Kennedy.
In 2010, the centennial of his birth, Prima received a star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame.
“Sing, Sing, Sing (With a Swing)” was written in 1935 and first recorded in 1936 with the New Orleans Gang. It has
become one of the most famous songs of the Big Band and Swing eras, and has been recorded numerous times, with and
without the original lyrics, including by the legendary clarinetist Benny Goodman.
The song can also be heard in more than two dozen films, beginning with After the Thin Man in 1936 and most recently in
The Artist (2011). In addition it has been used in video games, television ads and over two dozen television shows,
including The Simpsons, The Sopranos, and Chto Gde Kogda, a show that has been running in the Soviet Union/Russia
since 1975.

Listen to an audio recording of Prima’s Sing, Sing, Sing with Paul Anka:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CxjazCvl0bM
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I’ve Had the Time of My Life

DENICOLA (1955)

John DeNicola is a songwriter and producer who is credited with an Academy Award as
well as a Golden Globe for his song I’ve Had the Time of My Life.
He is best known for his work on the music in the movie Dirty Dancing, although he is also
a successful producer and songwriter, having worked with Kara’s Flowers, an early incarnation of Maroon 5, and Bernie Worrell of Parliament-Funkadelic.
Official site: john-denicola.com

Listen to a recording of the song I’ve Had the Time of My Life:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OFr_W6OX8oE

Learn more about different composers’ lives and
Music on ArtsAlive.ca (see Music, Great Composers)

Teacher Study Guide
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What is the NAC Orchestra made up of?

First of all, the NAC Orchestra is made up of 61 men and women, playing together on a variety of musical instruments.
They are divided into four different sections (string, woodwind, brass and percussion) but they are united in one
common goal: making music together. You might already know that orchestras are not always the same size.
Smaller orchestras, with between 20 and 34 musicians, are called “chamber orchestras.” Larger orchestras, with between
60 and 110 musicians, are called “symphony orchestras” or “philharmonic orchestras.”
The NAC Orchestra is a symphony orchestra, not too small, not too big, just the right size
for your enjoyment and pleasure.

The NAC Orchestra STRING SECTION contains:




20 violins
6 violas
(somewhat larger than a violin)

7 cellos
(definitely larger than the viola)

5 double basses
(twice the size of a cello!)

1 harp





All these instruments, except the harp, have four strings.
Their sound is produced by the friction of a bow on a string, or
plucking the strings by the fingers, allowing them to vibrate.
Plucking the strings is called pizzicato (meaning “plucked” in
Italian).
Bigger instruments have lower sounds; for example, the sound
of the violin is higher than the double bass.
Every string instrument is constructed of pieces of wood carefully
glued together and covered with several coats of varnish – no
nails or screws are used.

Did you know: the bows that are used to play some stringed instruments
are made of wood and horsehair?
Teacher Study Guide
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The NAC Orchestra WOODWIND SECTION contains:
2 flutes
2 oboes
2 clarinets
2 bassoons








Did you know that reeds are made of
cane, more commonly called “bamboo”?

These instruments are basically tubes (either wood or metal) pierced with
holes. As a musician blows through their tube, they cover different holes
with their fingers to produce different notes.
Some wind instruments use a reed to produce sound. A reed is made of
thin wood which vibrates against the lips as a musician blows into the
instrument to create a sound.
Of the four woodwind instruments of the orchestra, only the flute doesn’t
require a reed.
Clarinets are single reed instruments, whereas oboes and bassoons are
double-reed instruments. It means that the oboists and bassoonists use
double-reeds against their lips to create a sound.
Most wind instruments are made from wood, like ebony, except for the
flute, which is almost always made of silver.
Flutes create the highest notes, bassoons create the lowest.

The NAC Orchestra BRASS SECTION contains:
2 trumpets
5 French
horns
3 trombones
1 tuba

Did you know that most brass
instruments have a special
spit valve that allows water,
condensation generated by
blowing in the
instrument, to be expelled?



Brass instruments are definitely the loudest in the orchestra;
it explains why there are fewer brass players than string players.



They are made of long metal tubes formed into loops of various
lengths with a bell shape at the end. The longer the length of tube,
the lower the sound of the instrument will be.



The sound is created by the vibrations of lips as the musician blows
into a mouthpiece that looks like a little circular cup.



Brass instruments have small mechanisms called valves that allow
the sound to change, modifying the distance the air travels through
the tube each time they are pressed or released by the player. However, the trombone has a slide that moves to
change notes.

Teacher Study Guide
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The NAC Orchestra PERCUSSION SECTION contains:
1 set of Timpani
2 other percussionists who play Xylophone, Marimba,
Snare Drum, Wood Block, Cymbals and many other interesting
instruments.







Did you know that a timpani
looks like a big cauldron?
But don’t try making
soup in it!

Percussion instruments help provide rhythm for the orchestra.
Within this family of instruments, there are 3 types: metal, wood and skin.
These instruments are either “pitched”(they produce a specific note, like the xylophone) or “unpitched” (they produce
a sound that has no specific note, like the snare drum).
Percussion sounds are generally produced by hitting something with a stick or with the hands.
Different pitches are produced on the timpani by changing the skin tension either by tightening or loosening screws
fixed to the shell, or by using the pedal.

Visit the
Instrument Lab
on ArtsAlive.ca
Music to tweak,
tinker and listen to
all your favourite
instruments of the
orchestra!

Teacher Study Guide
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Map of the NAC Orchestra Sections
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Classroom Activities
BEFORE THE CONCERT
“Mambo” from West Side Story
Play a video clip of the “Mambo” scene from the 1961 movie version of West Side Story.
Then have students do the Directed Listening Questions below.

Directed Listening Questions: Dance Sounds
1. Listen to an audio recording of one of the pieces listed on the concert program (ie. Mambo, etc.) How would you describe
the style/sound of this piece of music?
2. From what country do you think it came from? Why?
3. What makes the music sound “cha-cha” vs. “swing” or “tango” etc.?
4. What instruments did the composer use in the music that are unique?
5. Does this music sound like something composed for dancing or for listening in a
concert hall? Explain your answer.
6. Discuss how certain instruments can create an immediate association with a specific
style of music. This is usually in relation to the instrument’s country of origin or traditional use. For example: the accordion
in Tangos, conga drums and clave in Latin American music, castanets in Spanish music, Steel drums in calypso, etc.

Listening Activities: Elements of Music
Choose a work that is outlined on pages 7 to 12 of this guide. Listen carefully to a recording of that piece.
What elements (e.g. Beat, metre, time signature, etc.) can you identify in that piece that make it special?
Play the recording for your classmates, stopping at appropriate moments to point out these elements to
your audience.
Hint: Use the Listening Guide on page 23 as a guide.

Teacher Study Guide
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Music and Dance, Part 1


Speed Brainstorming: Give students one minute to brainstorm and write a list of all the forms of ‘dance’ they
know, e.g., ballroom, hip hop, jazz, tap, ballet, step dance, clog, lyrical, punk, cultural dances, belly...



Share students’ ideas in a “Word Whip”: students sit/stand in a circle with their lists; each student calls out one
idea - go around the circle without repeating ideas (call “pass” if all of the student’s ideas have already been
shared) until the ideas run out.



Reveal the title of the concert: Let’s Dance!; have students discuss with a partner what they predict they will
hear and see when they attend. Share some of the students’ ideas.



Have the partners join in groups of 4. Ask them to discuss this question, and be ready to report one of their
ideas: What is dance? Why do people dance? Where do you see dance? When/where/why do YOU
dance? Share.



Read the “Program Notes – Introduction”. Briefly discuss similarities to the class ideas just shared and what
new ideas students heard.



Call the groups of 4 students have made “home groups”, and number off #1-4. Students then move to meet in
groups according to their number (#1’s together, #2’s together, etc.). Call these “expert groups”.
Give each expert group copies of one section from the “Program Notes”, i.e.
- Group 1: “Tap Dancing”
- Group 2: “Swing Dancing”
- Group 3: “Tango”, and
- Group 4: “Ballroom”.



While reading, students highlight, underline, or mark with sticky notes, important information from the reading.
Collaborate as a group to decide on the 3 most important points, and each student writes the 3 points in the
appropriate section of the “Music and Dance” Student Pages (see page 19).



Students return to their “home groups” and each “expert” shares the 3 points, while the other group members
write the information in the corresponding boxes on their “Music and Dance” Student Pages, “Before the
Concert”. (Students are assigned the final column to be completed and discussed after returning from the
concert).
LET’S DANCE!

Swing

Ballroom

Teacher Study Guide
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Music and Dance: Student Page
Before the Concert
Dance
Form

Facts about the
Dance Form

After the Concert
Predict: How the
Elements of Music
will be used/heard

Report: How the
Elements of Music
were used/heard

Tap
Dancing

Swing

Tango

Ballroom
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The sounds of Let’s Dance!
1. Learn about the footwear of dancers and discuss the sounds the shoes make on the floor,
the floor requirements for the dance form, and the kind of training dance students undertake.



Tap shoes
www.danceclass.com/tap-dance.html



Tango
www.tejastango.com/beginning_tango.html#shoes

2. Access prior knowledge of students about the instruments and families of the orchestra.
Further develop their knowledge by viewing live video clips on the NACMusicBox site:
www.artsalive.ca/collections/nacmusicbox/en/index.php?pageid=mus-orchestra
Students who are studying band or string instruments may be particularly interested in viewing the
interview of “their” NAC Orchestral player. Encourage students to watch for particular playing
techniques when they see the concert. (Remember to have students report on their findings when they
return from the concert!)

AFTER THE CONCERT
Reflection and Response About the Concert
Students write a response and reflection about the concert, using a few of these guiding questions as
starting points:








What was your most favourite moment in the concert? Why?
What was your least favourite moment in the concert? Why?
What surprised you?
Which piece(s) would you choose to hear again? Why?
When were the music and the dancing together most effective? Least
effective?
Describe your emotions during a specific piece. Why do you think you felt that way?...

Share and discuss some of the student reflections. Have students seated in a circle so they can see
and hear each other, and encourage a positive and safe classroom climate where they will feel
comfortable sharing their thoughts, feelings and ideas (answers are all acceptable as long as the
student can give supporting evidence from the concert).
Try to answer questions students might have about certain aspects of the performance, or together
plan to complete further research and exploration.

Teacher Study Guide
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Music and Dance, Part 2
Students complete the fourth column of “Music and Dance Student Page.” Discuss how the
elements of music varied throughout the concert, identifying examples of all of the elements (duration,
pitch, timbre, dynamics and expressive controls, harmony/texture, form) and many of the concepts
(e.g., rhythm, tempo, melody, tonalities...).
Using a second copy of “Music and Dance Student Page,” describe other dances and music heard
in the concert in pairs or small groups. Have groups report on their ideas; add the information to the
original class chart. Using their own charts and the class charts, students choose 2 of the pieces heard
at the concert and write a comparison, perhaps using a Venn Diagram. Have definitions of terms
available for student use, e.g., p.23 Let’s Dance! Teacher Guide, the glossaries of The Ontario
Curriculum Documents, The Arts Grades 1-8 (2009) and Grades 9-10, 11-12 (2010).

Characteristics of Dance Music (activity 1)
In groups of 4, draw a 4-person place mat on a piece of chart paper, and assign each section to a
student.

Student #1

Student #3

Dance Music
Characteristics
Student #2

Student #4

After listening to all or most of the pieces of music, students brainstorm commonalities and differences
among the pieces, describing the music with the elements, e.g., beat, tempo, rhythm, accent, melody,
texture/harmony, form, dynamics and other expression/articulation, and write their ideas in their own
section of the place mat. Share ideas, discuss, then in the centre of the place mat, write a list of a few
(3 or so) characteristics in the “dance music” heard at the concert.

Characteristics of Dance Music (activity 2)
Assign a project in response to the Let’s Dance experience by brainstorming a list of related areas of
how music and dance co-exist to investigate, for example, other dance forms and related music
compositions; famous dancers (see bibliography list on pages 26-27). Encourage students to
consider a wide variety of ways to share their research such as videos, compilation CDs, posters,
scrapbooks, PowerPoint presentations, interviews, TV shows, live dance and music performance...
**Emphasize that the music (the elements and how they are used and/or other aspects related to the
Music Curriculum expectations) needs to be the project`s focus — some students might only include
ideas about the dance, and forget to develop ideas about how the dance and the music are
co-dependent!
Other Ideas to Consider:
What dance genre would you like to:
 know more about
 try lessons in the genre
 listen to other examples of music in the genre
 learn to play/sing the music (there are many versions for a variety of voices, instruments,
ensembles, solos, duets, etc. available to purchase/download
 logon to the NACMusicBox Media: listen to/read about instrumentalists in the NAC Orchestra.
Gather information about their backgrounds, early years, job paths,...
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Concert Etiquette: Preparing students for their symphony experience
Teaching Objective
Students will examine, discuss and practice appropriate concert behaviour in different settings.

Preparatory Activities
1. Ask students to list places or situations where they might be part of an audience. Provide examples, such as a rock
concert, hockey game, movie theatre, etc. Create a list of answers that everyone can see.
2. Discuss the ways that audience behaviour may vary in the different situations listed. Discuss how different venues or
activities have varied expectations for audience behaviour. Discuss how an audience can positively or negatively affect
the performer/athlete/entertainment and other audience members.

Teaching Sequence
1. Assign a group of two or more students to act out behaviour that would occur at various venues at the front of the
classroom. For example, have two students pretend to be playing hockey. Or, have the students perform a musical piece
they’ve learned.
2. Instruct the rest of the class to pretend that they are the audience. With each group that performs, prompt the audience
to act in various ways, covering a range of levels of appropriateness and respectfulness.
3. Have each group discuss they reacted to the audience while performing. How did the audience’s actions affect how
they felt and how well they performed?
4. A symphony hall is built to maximize the acoustics of the sounds made within it. Discuss how this would affect the
sounds made by the audience.

Culminating Activity
Talk to the students about the upcoming concert at the symphony. (Refer to “Know Before You Go” on page 33 of this
guide). Discuss with them what they should expect to happen and how they can appropriately show their appreciation and
respect for the symphony.

Evaluation
Were students able to understand how and why audience behaviour might be different in different settings and venues?
Did they understand the importance of their role as an audience member? Do they understand their role as an audience
member of a symphony orchestra?

Southam Hall │ National Arts Centre, Ottawa
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Listening Guide
BEAT/TEMPO/RHYTHM
Is there a strong pulse (like walking), or little sense of a beat, (like floating)? Is there a steady
beat or no beat? Is the speed (tempo): allegro (quickly and in a lively way), vivace (briskly,
quickly, brightly), moderato (at a moderate speed), andante (somewhat slowly at a walking
pace), adagio (slowly and gracefully), largo (slowly) or accelerando/ritardando (changing
speed, ie. accelerating/slowing down)? Are there long/short, even/uneven notes or repeated
rhythm patterns (ostinato, ie. Ravel’s Bolero)?

METER/TIME SIGNATURE
2/4, 3/4, 4/4 (duple), 3/8, 6/8, 9/8, 12/8 (triple) are most common. Find the grouping of beats in
2s, 3s 4s. Try conducting in 2 (down/up) or 3 (triangle) to feel duple or triple time.

MELODY
Is the tune memorable? Is it in a minor or major tonality? Does the tune leap from high to low
(disjunct) or do notes move in close steps (conjunct)? Is the movement ascending/upward or
descending/downward? Are notes repeated (melodic ostinato) or played in a flat/wavy/jagged
contour? Does the music sound consonant/dissonant? Articulation: Is the playing smooth
(legato) or detached playing, like hot potato (staccato)?

HARMONY AND TEXTURE
Is more than one pitch sounding at the same time (example do + mi + sol, or the “C chord”)?
One person singing alone creates unison, not harmony! Are there more than one melody
together (polyphonic), one melody with accompaniment (homophonic), or one melody alone
(monophonic)? Are the combined sounds modern, jazzy, more traditional? Are there few or
many resting places or silence?

DYNAMICS AND MOOD
Are there loud and soft sections? The most common music terms and symbols are:

pianissimo (pp) – very soft

piano (p) – soft

mezzo piano/mezzo forte (mp, mf) – moderately soft/moderately loud

forte (f) – loud

fortissimo (ff) – very loud

crescendo/decrescendo (cresc./decresc.) – gradual increase/decrease in loudness
How dramatic is the music? What is its mood: lively, happy, frantic, sad, joyful, carefree,
relaxed, gentle, agitated, angry …?

TIMBRE AND TONE COLOUR
Can you identify what is making the music? Voice (male/female, adult/child), instruments of the
orchestra (woodwinds, brass, strings, percussion), electronic instruments, body percussion or
found percussion (keys, rulers, etc), nature sounds (birds singing, wind in trees, etc.), non-pitched
percussion (woodblocks, triangles, etc.), pitched percussion (barred instruments, ie. xylphone).
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Listen to free online music by famous
international and Canadian composers with

NACmusicbox.ca TIMELINE
Visit NACmusicbox.ca today!

NACmusicbox.ca TIMELINE has hundreds of music recordings from the Baroque period to the
21st century, and resources for teachers, students and music fans.
Offered through the award-winning ArtsAlive.ca website, TIMELINE is a multimedia tool which
visually maps works performed by the NAC Orchestra on an interactive timeline spanning 300
years. Each work has an accompanying concert program, a composer biography and contextual
trivia. For teachers, there are ready-to-use lesson plans, learning activities, listening exercises
and much more!
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About the National Arts Centre and the performers
Canada’s National Arts Centre

Situated in the heart of the nation's capital across Confederation Square from Parliament Hill in Ottawa
Ontario, the National Arts Centre is among the largest performing arts complexes in Canada. It is unique as
the only multidisciplinary, bilingual performing arts centre in North America and features one of the largest
stages on the continent.
Officially opened on June 2, 1969, the National Arts Centre was a key institution created by Prime Minister Lester B.
Pearson as a Centennial project of the federal government. Built in the shape of a hexagon, the design became the
architectural leitmotif for Canada's premier performing arts centre. The National Arts Centre was designated a
national historic site of Canada in 2013.
Designed by Fred Lebensold (ARCOP Design), one of North America's foremost theatre designers, the building was
widely praised as a twentieth century architectural landmark. Of fundamental importance to the creators of the NAC was
the belief that, beautiful and functional as the complex was, it would need more than bricks and mortar and, in the words
of Jean Gascon, former Director of the NAC’s French Theatre Department (1977-1983), "it would need a heart that
beats."
A program to incorporate visual arts into the fabric of the building has resulted in the creation of a unique permanent art
collection of international and Canadian contemporary art. Pieces include special commissions such as Homage to RFK
(mural) by internationally acclaimed Canadian contemporary artist William Ronald, The Three Graces by Ossip Zadkine
and a large freestanding untitled bronze sculpture by Charles Daudelin. In 1997, the NAC collaborated with the Art Bank
of the Canada Council for the Arts to install over 130 pieces of Canadian contemporary art.
Glenn Gould’s beloved piano, Steinway CD 318 returns to permanent display at the NAC in September 2017. Acquired
from Library and Archives Canada in June 2012, this significant cultural artifact is accompanied with an exhibition about
Gould’s life including an award-winning film produced by Canadian filmmaker Peter Raymont entitled “Genius Within: The
Inner Life of Glenn Gould.”
The NAC is home to four different performance spaces, each with its own unique characteristics. Southam Hall is home
to the National Arts Centre Orchestra, to the largest film screen in the country and to the Micheline Beauchemin Curtain.
Today, the NAC works with countless artists, both emerging and established, from across Canada and around the world,
and collaborates with scores of other arts organizations across the country.
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Canada’s National Arts Centre Orchestra

This vibrant orchestra has an acclaimed history of touring, recording, and commissioning
Canadian works. Canada’s NAC Orchestra, under the direction of renowned conductor, cellist
and pianist Alexander Shelley, draws accolades both abroad and at home in Ottawa, where the
Orchestra gives over 100 performances each year.
The NAC Orchestra was founded in 1969 as the resident orchestra of the newly
opened National Arts Centre, with Jean-Marie Beaudet as Director of Music and
Mario Bernardi as founding conductor and (from 1971) Music Director until 1982. He
was succeeded by Franco Mannino (1982-1987), Gabriel Chmura (1987-1990),
Trevor Pinnock (1991-1997) and Pinchas Zukerman (1998-2015). In September
2015 Alexander Shelley took up the mantle as Music Director, leading a new era for
the National Arts Centre’s Orchestra.
Inspiring future generations of musicians and audiences has always been central to
Shelley’s work. In 2014, he conducted an extended tour of Germany with the
Bundesjugendorchester and Bundesjugendballett (German youth orchestras).
In 2001, Shelley created "440Hz", an innovative concert series involving prominent
German television, stage and musical personalities, which was a major initiative to
attract young adults to the concert hall.

Alexander Shelley │
Music Director,
NAC Orchestra

Born in the UK in 1979, Shelley first gained widespread attention when he was
unanimously awarded first prize at the 2005 Leeds Conductors Competition and was
described as "the most exciting and gifted young conductor to have taken this highly
prestigious award. His conducting technique is immaculate, everything crystal clear
and a tool to his inborn musicality." Since then he has been in demand from
orchestras around the world.

In addition to concerts at the NAC, tours are undertaken across Canada and around
the world. Education is a vital element, ranging from masterclasses and student
matinees to sectional rehearsals with youth and community orchestras. Popular
Teacher Resource Kits have been developed, and the public can follow each tour through interactive websites, now
archived at ArtsAlive.ca.
The NAC Orchestra has 40 recordings to its name and has commissioned more than 90 original Canadian works.
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JEFF TYZIK │ Conductor
Sought-after for his brilliant arrangements and engaging rapport with audiences, Grammy Awardwinner Jeff Tyzik is one of America's most innovative pops conductors. He is Principal Pops
Conductor with the Dallas Symphony Orchestra, Detroit Symphony, Oregon Symphony, The Florida
Orchestra, and the Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra.
He has appeared as Guest Conductor with Boston Pops, Cincinnati Pops, Toronto Symphony,
Philadelphia Orchestra, Los Angeles Philharmonic, and the Royal Scottish National Orchestra.
Tyzik has collaborated with such diverse artists as Chris Botti, Wynonna Judd, Tony Bennett,
Art Garfunkel, Dawn Upshaw, Marilyn Horne, Arturo Sandoval, The Chieftains, Doc Severinsen,
and John Pizzarelli.

Photo: Sean Turi

Tyzik has created original programs that include jazz, classical, Motown, Broadway, and Latin. His
2007 recording of Gershwin works with the RPO spent over three months on the Billboard classical
chart’s Top 10. The New Yorker’s Alex Ross called it “one of the snappiest Gershwin discs in
years”.

MANON ST-JULES │ Co-host
Since graduating from the National Theatre School of Canada, Manon St-Jules has been leading a
bilingual career, performing in classical and contemporary plays for big and small companies in Toronto
(Canadian Stage, Festival of Classics, Theatre Direct, Pleiades Theatre), in Montreal (Théâtre Denise
Pelletier, Centaur Theatre, Compagnie à Numéro) and in Sudbury (Sudbury Theatre Centre, le Théâtre
du Nouvel-Ontario). In Ottawa, she's performed for the NAC, the Great Canadian Theatre Company,
Arts Court Theatre and Théâtre la Catapulte. She regularly hosts concerts with the NAC Orchestra as
well as various other live events and galas throughout the country. Her work on-camera includes
dramatic as well as comedic parts in film, television, commercials, and various multimedia projects.
Selected credits include: Amélie et Compagnie (TfO), St-Nickel (UnisTV), Il était une fois dans le
trouble (Vrak), Vies parallèles (CanaID), Inheriting Trouble (Discovery), 20h17 rue Darling (feature),
Les deux pieds dans la marge (SRC), Les Bougons (SRC), 2 Frères II (TVA), and Exils (SRC/ARTV).

STEPHEN SAYER and CHANDRAE ROETTIG │ Swing Dancers
Dancers Stephen Sayer and Chandrae Roettig specialize in smooth style lindy and
collegiate shag. While they have a love for all things that swing, their primary influences and
inspirations come from the Los Angeles Jitterbugs of the 1940's and 1950's.
Since beginning their partnership in 2010, Steve and Chanzie have taken First Place titles in
several national swing competitions. In 2011, they won First Place in the Lindy Hop divisions
at the National Jitterbug Championships and US Open Swing Dance Championships.
In 2012 they also took First Place at Camp Jitterbug, and again at the US Open.
Steve is the 2010, 2011 and 2012 National Collegiate Shag Champion, and in 2012 he was inducted into the California
Swing Dance Hall of Fame.

PATRICIO TOUCEDA and EVA LUCERO │ Tango Dancers
Eva and Patricio have been dancing together since 2001. Both of them started dancing at
a very young age, Eva having started ballet training at the age of 7, and Patricio having
taken his first folk dance class at 10 years old. Both have over 20 years of professional
dance experience. In recent years, Eva and Patricio have each starred in major
productions, including Luis Bravo’s Forever Tango and ZAIA, the first show staged by
“Cirque du Soleil” in Macau.
Eva and Patricio’s passion for dance has led them to develop great reputations as dance
instructors. They have taught in Argentina and traveled many times around the world to
teach special workshops to students of all levels.
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FORREST WALSH and MELISSA SHAHIN │ Ballroom Dancers
Forrest is a two-time Open Professional American Smooth Champion and an Open Professional
International Latin Champion. He's also won competitions in Lindy Hop, Argentine Tango and
Salsa.
He appeared in “The Ugly Truth,” Disney’s “Haunted Mansion,” and "The Gangster Squad" with
Ryan Gosling, Emma Stone, and Sean Penn, and was a guest dancer on
“Dancing With The Stars.”
Forrest has a Masters Degree in Opera - Solo Voice Performance, and is currently completing a
screenplay featuring Ballroom and Social dancing.
Melissa is a certified, professionally-trained American and International Ballroom Dancer. She has performed in countless
productions and continues to participate in various dance competitions. She is also known for her contributions to stage and
theatrical choreography. Nothing brings Melissa more joy than to share her love of dance with people and only hopes it will
bring them as much enjoyment as it has brought her throughout her life.

TED LOUIS LEVY │ Tap Dancer / Vocalist
Ted Louis Levy’s professional training began in Chicago with Finis Henderson II, master
tap dancer and former manager of Sammy Davis, Jr. Henderson encouraged Levy to
pursue a professional career in the performing arts, which began at Victory Gardens
Theater in Chicago.
Levy made his Broadway debut in the smash hit Black and Blue, and returned to Broadway
as Papa Jack in Susan Stroman and Harry Connick, Jr.’s Thou Shalt Not.
For his performance as the Mikado in Ford’s Theatre’s production of The Hot Mikado, Levy
won a Helen Hayes Award.
On the big screen, Levy appeared in the movie Bojangles with Gregory Hines. The 1992 production Ted Levy and Friends,
directed by Hines, celebrated Levy as one of America’s premier tap dance artists. Levy then made his debut as director of
Savion Glover’s Dancing Under the Stars at the New York Shakespeare Festival’s Delacorte Theater.

MICHAEL LYNCHE │ Vocalist
A New York City resident for the last 10 years, this Florida native rose from obscurity as a
finalist on season 9 of American Idol. Since wowing Idol fans with his comforting and powerful
voice, “Big Mike” released 2 studio albums and toured as an opening act for Boyz II Men,
Lalah Hathaway, Faith Evans, and Lyfe Jennings.
Maestro Jeff Tyzik has been an incredible mentor for Michael, recognizing his passion and
drive. The two are collaborating on a new, sensational soul revue entitled "R&B Legends".
"R&B Legends" follows Big Mike's coming-of-age through soul music with songs of some of
the most iconic R&B/Soul singers of all time.
Big Mike comes with an inspirational story and a searing, soulful, one-of-a-kind voice. He leaves you breathless and wanting
more. This extraordinary vocal talent seamlessly fuses classic R&B, thoroughly modern urban grooves, and swoon-worthy
vintage soul into a fresh, unique sound.
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JULIE JO HUGHES │ Vocalist
Julie Jo Hughes is a charismatic and fiery vocal powerhouse. Her versatility shines
with the sweetness of Karen Carpenter, the grit of Axl Rose, and the power of Celine Dion. Her voice has been heard across many genres, from musical theatre and
radio show to theme park and revue shows.
She was the lead female production singer for a major cruise line, where she performed nightly with the 11-piece orchestra. She has appeared in numerous theatrical
productions, as well as two television commercials and an independent film.

Photo: Melody Moore

She holds a dual degree from The University of Iowa in Theatre Arts and Performing Arts Entrepreneurship. She sings with the Arthur Stuart Band of Hank Lane
Music & Productions, located in New York City.

She is also loving her new role as mom to son, Eliot! When she isn’t performing, Julie Jo spends her
time coaching others on nutrition and healthy lifestyle.

TOBI HUNT MCCOY │ Stage Manager
Tobi Hunt McCoy is enjoying another year as Season Stage Manager with the
National Arts Centre Orchestra. In past seasons, Ms. McCoy stage managed the
Lord of the Rings Symphony, Mendelssohn’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream with
Christopher Plummer in 2001 and Colm Feore in 2014, and much of the
Orchestra’s educational and Pops programming. Also in 2014 she co-produced
the Pops show On the Air with Jack Everly for the Edmonton Symphony
Orchestra, a show they also produced in 2007 for the NAC Orchestra.
Additional professional duties have included cheering on Luke and Princess Leia
with Charlie Ross, Émilie Fournier, and Eric Osner during the Star Wars Pops
concert; dressing up in 1980's finery for All Night Long - Music of the 80s; bracing
the backstage doors against the almighty power of Richard Strauss,
Photo: Fred Cattroll
Yannick Nézet-Séguin and the air conditioning system at Montreal’s La Maison
Symphonique; providing air-guitar support during the Led Zeppelin tribute
concert; and duck wrangling for the Mysterioso Pops concert.
She is excited to be back teaching English and Drama at Lisgar Collegiate.
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Know before you go...
Etiquette
We recognize that there will be a diverse range of experience
amongst your students (from those attending their first live
performance to those who have attended many times) and so we
encourage you to review these guidelines with them to ensure
a positive event for all.

Arrive Early
For NAC Orchestra performances, please arrive at least 30 minutes prior to the performance.

Be Respectful!






Dress code: whatever your school requires you to wear is appropriate for a performance.
Food or drinks are not permitted in the performance hall.
Please do not leave/return during the performance – it disrupts the performance or
audience and performers and ruins the magic!
Please don’t talk – save your thoughts to share after the performance.
Definitely no cell phones, cameras or iPods – no texting, music or recording of any kind is
allowed in the performance hall.

Show Appreciation
In a music performance, if you get confused about when a piece of music is finished, watch the
performers on stage. You’ll know when the piece is over when the conductor turns and faces the
audience.

Enjoy!
Performers on stage rely on the audience for the energy to perform – so have fun, enjoy the
experience and where it takes you! Through the performing arts we can explore other points of view,
learn new and varied things about ourselves and about others. Everyone who views a performance
will experience it in a different way. It is important to respect this process of exploration in
yourselves and those around you.





We ask that Teachers and/or supervisors remain with students at all times.
Please also note: some school matinees will be shared with an adult audience.
For information on specific show content, please contact the appropriate NAC department
Education and Outreach Coordinator.
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Sources
MORES Tanguera
https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tanguera
https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tango
https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mariano_Mores
https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Revista (g%C3%A9nero) (photo from this source too)
DEMETRIO / RUIZ Sway (Cha-Cha)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sway_(song)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pablo_Beltr%C3%A1n_Ruiz
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cha-cha-ch%C3%A1_(music)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cha-cha-cha_(dance)
Photo: http://dancerevolution.us/?service=cha-cha-class-adults
OFFENBACH Orpheus in the Underworld Overture [French Cancan]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jacques_Offenbach (photo taken from here)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Romantic_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orpheus_in_the_Underworld
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operetta
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Can-can
OLIVER Opus One
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y-SpCljSi5s&pbjreload=10
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Opus_No._1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sy_Oliver
Photo from https://alchetron.com/Sy-Oliver#demo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Swing_music
Second photo from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3aLIsjoC-Y0
GOODMAN Let's Dance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benny_Goodman
https://www.biography.com/people/benny-goodman-9315335
Photo from https://www.touchoftonga.com/DavidMulliss/benny-goodman.html
BROWN Leap Frog
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Les_Brown_(bandleader)
MATOS RODRIGUEZ La Cumparsita
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/La_cumparsita
COOLEY Fever
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eddie_Cooley
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1561052/
HEFTI Cute
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neal_Hefti
DENICOLA I've Had the Time of My Life
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_DeNicola
https://john-denicola.com/
Photo source: http://www.ihategreenbeans.com/lessons-learned-dirty-dancing/
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